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Letter from the Editor

February 2020:
• Put up new shelves in the back room to get clutter
out of the team break area
• Contact Jackson Marking Products to explore adding rubber stamp making service

Dear Readers,
The roaring 20s are here again! Can you
believe it!?
It’s both a new year and a new decade, and time to
shake off the dust that’s been accumulating, release the
ties that bind, and move forward—full throttle—into a
bright future!
This issue of MBC Today is focused on vision. We want
you to start making plans and budgeting for wonderful
growth this year. What dreams do you have? What do
you see in your future and in your business’s future?
Why shouldn’t it be possible?
In this issue, Seema and Fahim mention in their Your
2020 Marketing Plan article about making a yearly plan,
dividing the upcoming year into months, and assigning
actionable goals to each month to add new products
and services. Lisa and Norman follow this same thread
in their 2020 Vision article. It’s serendipity that two of our
content writing teams have addressed this independently,
as it’s a strategy that I’ve taken to heart and too had
planned to mention in my letter to you this month. This
must be a sign that it’s something you should seriously
consider.
I made my 2020 plan this past fall at AMBC’s The Event
in Phoenix and it has since helped me tremendously to
get organized, become much less overwhelmed by my
ever-growing to-do list, and look at the future through
clearer vision (there’s that word again). Friends, it’s not
too late for you to make your own 2020 list!
This list will be very different for everyone. Maybe you
want to add one new product or service each month, as
Seema and Fahim advise, or maybe you want to start
with one every quarter or every two months, as has
worked well for Lisa and Norman. Regardless of how
you want to space it, the concept is very simple.
Start by making a list with 12 sections, one for each
month in 2020. Next, write down goals for each month.
Here are a few ideas to get you started:
January 2020:
• Revamp outdoor signage
• Contact Go Logistic and International Package
Shippers to expand freight offerings
• Get G-Suite set up so the email address matches
the URL

• Hire another part time team member so they’re
trained by the time Flo leaves in April
March 2020:
• Take advantage of the March Madness sale at
Warehouse Carpet to get new flooring for the shop
• Adjust PMB rates and change signage from “mailbox rental” to “mail receiving service”
• Sign up with more digital mailbox vendors (check
out PostScan Mail, Anytime Mailbox, PictaMail, etc.)
While I love, love, love ambition and optimism, be careful
not to become too ambitious by weighing these monthly
goals down with too many task items. The whole point
of this monthly goal exercise is to keep you from getting
overwhelmed and to make your to-do tasks more manageable.
If you’re having trouble coming up with tasks, talk to your
peers and see what’s been a winner for them, listen to
your clients and hear what they’d like to see in your business, and scour through the AMBC Trusted Supplier
Directory to discover what you’re not taking advantage
of yet.
With that, I’ll leave you to it … with my sincere hopes
that the new roaring 20s treat you very, very well. May
you grow more. Make you make more. May you love
more. May you forgive more. And may you be more.
Thank you, as always, for reading. And thank
you for making AMBC the truly valuable
#MembersHelpingMembers organization that it is.
Here’s to an extraordinary 2020!
…
With care,

Marty Johnson
Editor, MBC Today
Director of Communication, AMBC
Owner, Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office
As always, we’d love more voices in MBC Today. Do you
have a story to share? An idea to explore? A funny line for
MBC Funnies? A Shrimp? Please send your submissions
to marty@ambc4me.org. Your submissions don’t have to
be eloquent or polished. Just send the idea or a rough draft
and together we can make it ready for publication.
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News from Headquarters

“Once you have mastered time, you will understand how true it
is that most people overestimate what they can accomplish in a
year—and underestimate what they can achieve in a decade!”
– Tony Robbins

Dear Fellow AMBC Members,
I think this quote is very appropriate as we start not only a new year, but a new decade.
We must ask ourselves, “Will we be more productive, more proactive, and above all,
more positive this year?”
We constantly talk about the things we want to do; now is the perfect time to actually
implement all those things in our lives and in our stores. Make sure to make a to-do list
and begin implementing all the items on it one by one, so that you can have the gratification of crossing things off. To paraphrase Richard Branson, one of the most satisfying feelings in life is to finish a to-do list before the end of a cycle, whether it is a day,
month, year or decade. So, let 2020 be your year to begin your most memorable and
successful decade. Let it be the beginning of a most wonderful and productive time for
you. Let it allow you to be more generous and have more grace, gratitude, and grit.
Be sure to mark your calendars to join AMBC in Saint Louis, April 16th-19th, 2020 at
the 2020 Visionary Summit. It is sure to be momentous, epic, and full of new takeaway
ideas to revitalize and rejuvenate your businesses. A detailed schedule, sign up form,
and pricing can be found on ambc4me.org.
Furthermore, please be sure to check out the Members Only Resources section on
www.ambc4me.org and download pertinent documents for your business using this
link: https://ambc4me.org/resources/

“Shrimps” are little
gems of helpful,
inspirational, or
thought-provoking
information. Please
send your Shrimps
to marty@ambc4me.
org for consideration
in a future issue.
"The future lies before
you, like a field of
fallen snow; be careful
how you tread it, for
every step will show."
– Doris A. Wright

Finally, please take advantage of this valuable resource. Be sure to take in insights
from this issue and put them into practice so that you can grow your business. What’s
more, your AMBC membership includes access to all past issues of MBC Today,
which contain relevant industry information to help guide you through today’s challenging business climate. Be sure to download these issues at www.ambc4me.org.
With gratitude and effervescence, on behalf of the entire AMBC team,

Fahim Mojawalla
Board Chair and Director of Social Media, AMBC
Co-Owner, Island Ship Center
#iamAMBC #MembersHelpingMembers #AMBC4ME
Direct email: Fahim@ambc4me.org
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Small businesses
(firms with 500 or
fewer employees)
represent 99.7
percent of all U.S.
employer firms.

GOLD SPONSOR 2020

Leader in Print, Copy, and Scan Technology
Voice Over Internet Phone Systems (VOIP)
Managed Network Services
Envelope Printing Systems
KEVIN KEATING

TOLL FREE 855-530-5790

|

KKEATING@PACIFICOFFICE.COM
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What's Going on in the Industry…
The 2020 Visionary Summit

Letter (1 oz.): stay at 55¢

Mark your calendars and book your flights! The 2020
Visionary Summit will be held in St. Louis, April 16-19.

Letter Additional Ounce: stay at 15¢

Yes, we’ll be back in St. Louis! This central, easy-to-getto location proved very successful for our 2019 Basic
Training event, and we’re thrilled to be pairing up again
with hosts The Mail Box Store to come back to St. Louis
in 2020.

Flat (1 oz.): stay at $1.00

Some things to look forward to at the 2020 Visionary
Workshop include a FedEx operations tour, a tour of
the Anheuser-Busch facility, tours of The Mail Box Store
locations and their brand new state-of-the-art mega
print facility, a keynote address from Bob Ramsey, a
vendor showcase, AMBC certified classes, workshops
on everything from social media to printing to outside the
box marketing, software training, FotoZoomer training,
special activities for managers and employees only, and
a uniform extravaganza (so bring your favorite store uniforms and prepare to strut your stuff on the runway!)
2020 is a year to get focused, see clearer, and move
forward, and we’re looking forward to seeing you in April
at the 2020 Visionary Summit in St. Louis! Check out
ambc4me.org/events for more information.

2020 POS Training

Software vendors will be having training sessions in different parts of the country again in 2020. These training
events are very important for stores to make sure they’re
taking full advantage of the tools they have available, in
turn making their day to day operations, record keeping,
and client experiences better.

Will there be training in your neck of the woods? Or,
how about taking a business weekender to a part of the
country you don’t get to visit often to take in some training? Check your POS vendor’s website for schedules,
and as always you can visit ambc4me.org/events to see
which events AMBC will be attending as soon as they
are announced.

2020 USPS Rate Increase

New postal rates are planned to go into effect on
January 26, 2020. This year’s rate increase will allow
many stamp prices to stay the same, including Forever
stamps at 55¢, additional ounce stamps at 15¢, and
post card stamps at 35¢, while increasing Priority Mail
Express 3.5% and Priority Mail 4.1% on average.
Here are some of the proposed changes:
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Letter (Metered 1 oz.): stay at 50¢
Outbound International Letter (1oz): increase from
$1.15 to $1.20
Domestic Postcard: stay at 35¢
Small Flat Rate Priority Mail Box: increase from $7.90
to $8.30
Medium Flat Rate Priority Mail Box: increase from
$14.35 to $15.05
Large Flat Rate Priority Mail Box: increase from $19.95
to $21.10
APO/FPO Flat Rate Priority Mail Box: increase from
$18.45 to $19.60
Regular Flat Rate Priority Mail Envelope: increase
from $7.35 to $7.75
Legal Flat Rate Priority Mail Envelope: increase from
$7.65 to $8.05
Padded Flat Rate Priority Mail Envelope: increase from
$8.00 to $8.40
For more information, check out https://about.usps.com/
newsroom/national-releases/2019/1009-usps-announces-new-prices-for-2020.htm.

AMBC4ME Online User Forum Has
Moved

One of AMBC’s most popular member benefits is our
AMBC4ME online question and answer forum, and now
that forum is hosted directly on www.ambc4me.org!
We’ve been working on migrating the forum to our own
site for a long time now, knowing that Yahoo Groups,
where it was hosted for many years, wasn’t long for the
world. And, as of December 14, 2019, Yahoo Groups
stopped hosting user created content on its sites (emails
may still be sent with content, but no longer archived
on groups.yahoo.com). So, the timing couldn’t be more
perfect.
We ask that you please start using the new forum on
ambc4me.org right away. Any conversations previously
on the Yahoo Group may be continued on the new forum.
Here are step-by-step instructions for the new forum:
1. Go to www.ambc4me.org. In the top menu,
go to the "Member Forums" page from the

“Members Only” drop-down menu. There you
will see a chatroom called, "AMBC Members
Forum." Click on that.
2. You will be prompted to sign in to view, post,
and comment in the forum. To sign in, simply
use the email and password you already have
on file with your AMBC account.
3. After signing in, you will automatically be redirected to the forum where you can read, comment, or post your own topic/posts.
After signing in, you will automatically be sent to the
forum home page. On this page, you can scroll through
and see all the different "Topics" (the main subject or discussion). Each Topic contains "Posts" that members can
write to further the discussion of a Topic.
To create a new Topic, scroll to the bottom of the forum
home page. There you can type your "Topic Title" and
add any description or supporting text in the box below
if you would like. "Topic Tags" are optional and can be
any word or multi-word phrases related to your post,
each separated by a comma. Leave the settings for
"Topic Type" and "Topic Status" as "Normal" and "Open,"
respectively. The checkbox at the bottom is optional and
can be selected to set your preference to receive email
notifications any time an AMBC Member posts to your
Topic. Lastly, hit "Submit" and your Topic will be added to
the Members Forum.
To read and write posts, click on the Topic title you wish
to view. At the bottom of the Posts page, you can write
and submit your own Post. "Post Tags" are optional and
can be any word or multi-word phrases related to your
post, each separated by a comma. You can also hit
"Reply" on another AMBC Member's post to write a comment.
Always remember, your mentors are just a click away! If
you have any trouble, please email hello@ambc4me.org.

Sign Up for Cayan CC Processing and
Get $100 Toward AMBC Renewal

Cayan offers AMBC Members tremendous rates on processing. AMBC will put $100 toward AMBC membership
renewal. Yes, that's a $100 incentive just for trying Cayan!
The Genius terminal scans the credit card and determines
the best interchange rate for your store for each individual
credit card. Store owners with the Cayan and Genius terminals are already reporting tremendous savings on their
credit card processing rates.
This is a risk-free offer. Cayan is so sure AMBC
Members will love their service that they are giving us a
no minimum contract deal with the ability to cancel any

time. They have live tech support to walk you through
the transition. The new Apple Pay interface on the
Genius terminal is a real winner for smartphone users,
and they are fully compliant with all technology requirements for chip cards. Call AMBC today and we'll get you
set up to start saving with Cayan!

In a recent article, Susan Ward
outlined 10 tips for making your
small business more successful:
1) Focus on customer service
2) Build word of mouth
3) Expand your marketing efforts
4) Build your online presence
5) Cut your business costs
6) Go mobile
7) Use the cloud
8) Find and keep the right employees
9) Update your business plan
10) Stay balanced
Please read Susan’s article here: https://www.
thebalancesmb.com/how-to-make-your-smallbusiness-more-successful-4060804. It’s short
and sweet and well worth it!

“Neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of night
stays these couriers from the swift completion of
their appointed rounds.”
This familiar sentence is not actually the official
motto of the United States Postal
Service. In fact, the USPS has no
official motto. These words instead
come from The Parisian Wars
by Herodotus and are chiseled in
granite above the entrance to the New York City
Post Office on 8th Avenue. The fact that these
words are attributed to postal workers is a testament to their fortitude.
More interesting information at https://about.usps.
com/who-we-are/postal-history/mission-motto.pdf.
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2020 Vision
by Lisa Blanton and Norman Froscher

It’s now 2020 and, as the year implies, it’s time to think
about vision. Is your vision 20/20 or are you constantly
thinking in hindsight? Are you thinking and acting strategically? Is your vision being impaired by blinders? In this
rapidly changing industry, we must be able to adapt and
change on the fly … or we risk being left behind.
Sometimes we feel like we are being bombarded from
all sides—by the carriers, the carrier stores and their
affiliated partnerships, Amazon, online retailers, and
even our own clients who are demanding more and
wanting to pay less. These things seem like obstacles
and, when our vision is cloudy, can catch us off guard.
But sometimes these aren’t obstacles at all, but rather
opportunities! How do we correct our vision to 20/20 so
that we can see genuine obstacles and opportunities
and adjust accordingly?
First, we have to be forward thinking and our management style must encompass this. If we start each day,
week, month, and year without a vision and a plan, we
will fail. Certainly, there will be times where it seems
we’re doing nothing but putting out fires, but if that is our
modus operandi, the fires will win.
Let’s start with the simplest increment of time that we
can strategically plan for: the day. Do you have a to-do
list for the day when you come to your store? It’s helpful to actually write to-do items down. Physically writing
down the list is beneficial in several ways: breaking down
tasks into manageable chunks makes them easier to
do; it helps you prioritize which tasks need to be accomplished first; crossing them off as you do them provides
satisfaction and builds momentum to keep getting the
items done. These can be simple tasks like ordering
supplies, making schedules, or planning a social media
post, or more involved tasks like signing up with a new
supplier, reaching out to a neighboring business to
cross-promote, or rethinking product and service pricing.
Having the written to-do list also makes you accountable
and makes it easier to delegate certain tasks.
The next increment would be the week. At Espresso
Mail, many weekly tasks are recurring and some of
them overlap with our daily to-do lists. They include our
cleaning schedule, coffee roasting, and retail rearranging (while we don’t move everything around weekly, we
definitely move several of the counter impulse items and
swap spaces for greeting card racks). We change our
chalkboards, which we’ll end up posting on social media
at some point during the week.
Monthly, we schedule a team meeting at the outset.
During this meeting we go over the goals for the month
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and recap the success of what goals we had for the
previous month. We also decide which local charity we
will support that month with our tape tip jar. Each month
may also have a different holiday, and we set our plans
on how to market for it. We also focus on a specific service tied to our team goals, and we will promote it to our
regular guests and drop-off guests.
Our quarterly and yearly vision goals are usually interrelated as well. Each year, we set a goal to add, subtract,
or modify five to six services. Some of these are bigger
goals. Last year, we decided to add wide format printing.
That’s a goal which required a larger investment in time
and money. Not all of our yearly goals can be achieved
at once, so we break them down quarterly. One of our
annual goals last year was to bring in a few different
vendors for retail items. Because we’re a seasonal store,
we waited until the beginning of the fourth quarter to
bring in the items. One of the simpler goals that we set
for last year was to evaluate services or vendors that
weren’t performing to the level we wanted them to. We
changed one vendor, added another, and modified what
we got from yet another (which is why you can now get
a Brazilian single origin coffee at the store instead of a
Mexican coffee).
We’re now formulating our plans for 2020 so that our
vision is strategic and forward thinking. One of these
goals is to attend the 2020 Visionary Summit in April in
St. Louis. These industry events are inspiring, educational, and fun. We want to make certain that our vision
for our store is always 20/20 so we endeavor to make
to-do lists, set goals, and be adaptable and flexible in
our industry and community. We encourage you to do
the same.
…
Lisa Blanton, when not working her full-time
job of keeping Norman in line at Espresso
Mail and handling the accounting and financial
aspects of the business, has an additional fulltime accounting job in the private sector. She's
an advocate for AMBC and genuinely likes
helping other stores. Her favorite drink is our
frozen charcoal mocha.

Norman Froscher and his wife Lisa co-own
Espresso Mail in West Palm Beach, Florida
and Norman serves on the AMBC Board of
Directors as Director of Engagement and
Board Vice Chair. When he’s not packing, shipping, or printing, he’s looking for a good cup
of coffee or espresso, which makes it really
convenient that he has a coffee bar in his store.
#NormanKnows

Suggested read:
This Is Marketing by Seth Godin

Make
Pre-Inked
Stamps
$8 to $10 in materials becomes a $25 to $30 sale
Joe Customer

123 Stamp Lane
Stampsville, XX 12345

Create a high-quality pre-inked stamp in just 3 minutes! The
system is compact, fitting nicely on the corner of a desk. Connects
to any Windows PC and operates with simple software. Ask your
industry friends if they use the Stampcreator Pro System - if they
do they probably love it!

For more details and video please visit

www.StampCreatorPro.com
Jackson Marking Products Co., Inc.
Tel: 800-782-6722 • Fax: 800-782-6732
www.RubberStampMaterials.com
info@rubber-stamp.com
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Your 2020
Marketing Plan
by Seema and Fahim Mojawalla

2020 is being hailed as the “Year of Perfect
Vision.” What’s your plan for it?
When we meet store owners at industry events, we
always ask them to make a goal list for the following year,
divided into months. Every month, we ask them to add
one new product or service to their stores in a manageable way, so that it’s not overwhelming for them.
For marketing in our businesses, we must have a similar
plan. For example, in our business every January we
make a yearly marketing budget for the year. We normally set aside 7% of our gross annual retail sales for
this budget, in which we include the following items:
1. Facebook Ads: (@ $___ /month) = $___
2. Google Ads: (@ $___ / month) = $___
3. Team Meals: (@ $___ / month) = $___
We pay for our team’s meals and set this amount as
part of our monthly budget. A happy team is the best
marketing tool any small business can have.
4. Valpak: (@ $___) = $___
We only advertise with Valpak three times a year; the
designer of our ads is an amazing artist. She converts our ads to digital images so we can share them
on our website and our social media platforms. In
this manner, we get good ROI.
5. GI Dispatch / Local Advertising: $___
Don’t ignore the local impact of offline advertising.
Many of our clients are senior citizens and they still
read the local papers.
6. EDDM (Every Door Direct Mail): $___
7. Chamber of Commerce (Membership + Ads) =
$325 (COY) + $125 (Kidbiz) + $125 (Lightup) +
$115 (Dues) + $500 (directory) = $1,190.00
8. Basket Raffle Giveaways: $___
9. Sponsorships / Gift Certificates: $___
10. Email Marketing: $___
11. Text Marketing: (@ $___ / month) = $___
12. Website Maintenance: (@ $___ / month) = $___
10 – MBC Today | January/February 2020 | www.ambc4me.org

13. Yearly calendars, pens, and other promo products: $___
14. Holiday cards & postage: $___
Every year, we have many people requesting donations
for community fundraisers. We’ve included an amount
to budget for these donations for the entire year. We
request that groups contact our store in January to book
these donations in advance, even if their event happens
at the end of the year.
We encourage you to make a list of your marketing budget in the beginning of the year so that you have a guide
for spending the entire year. Without this compass, you
won’t know how to steer your store’s advertising ship.
Remember: always ask, find, grow, network, and, most
importantly, do! Here’s to more profits, learning and innovation. For more tips and tricks, be sure to attend the
2020 Visionary Summit in Saint Louis, April 16th-20th,
2020!
…
Seema Mojawalla has a unique viewpoint that
is always fresh, forward-thinking, and focused.
She has an eye for merchandising and a passion
for finding the perfect products to sell at Seema
Boutique, located within the Spa of Shipping,
Island Ship Center, an experience-based retail
shipping spa located five miles south of Niagara
Falls in Grand Island, New York, which she coowns with her husband Fahim. Seema serves
on the AMBC Board of Directors as Director of
Innovation. #QueenofRetail
Fahim Mojawalla is a social media guru known
for his love of hashtags. He uses them to explain
his #FahimFix ideas—ideas which he shares as
an instructor at industry events and at FahimFix.
com. He serves on the AMBC Board of Directors
as Director of Social Media and Board Chair and,
along with his wife Seema, is an effervescent coowner of Island Ship Center, the Spa of Shipping.
Be sure to follow islandshipcenter.com and
@islandshipcenter on your favorite social media
channels. #FahimFix

Your low-cost
international
shipping option.

Sign up today with zero activation fees and start
earning additional revenue
• Expand your service offering

• Offer low-cost shipping to over 40 European countries
• Reduce walk-outs due to high shipping costs

• Sign up today at: InternationalPackageShipping.com

Call 413-693-0065 or email info@InternationalPackageShipping.com

2020 Visionary
Summit
th
th
April 16 -19

4450 Evans Pl
Saint Louis, MO 63134
314.521.6444

Training

• Software User Training
• Certified Classes

Tours and Activities
• Anheuser-Busch Tour
• FedEx Operations Tour
• The Mail Box Store
Print Center Tour

Special Events

Get focused in
2020!

• Vendor Showcase
• Uniform Extravaganza
• Employee/Manager ONLY
Activities

With

Keynote Speaker

Bob Ramsey
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I Can Because I Will
by Marty Johnson

“You’ve always had the power my dear,
you just had to learn it for yourself.”
– Glinda
New year’s resolutions often get a bad rap. In my experience, rarely do they
last longer than a few days—a week or two at most if we go by my record.
Their intentions are often pure(ish), and the initial momentum on January 1st
(or January 2nd, because why start on a holiday?) fades fast as old habits creep back in, junk food starts appearing back in our pantries, and life
resumes its full speed.
I’m not a huge believer in the resoluteness of run-of-the-mill new year’s
resolutions, but I am a huge believer in the power of a changed attitude, the
focus and resolve that comes through a clear vision of what one wants of the
future, and the beautiful marriage of willpower and faith to make the seemingly impossible possible, the ostensibly insurmountable surmounted, and the
supposedly adverse advantageous. I’ve experienced it. I’ve preached it. And
I need a whole lot more of it.
The word “mindset” is currently being thrown around a lot in personal and
business development seminars, publishing, and podcastdom. Like any
trendy phrase-of-the-moment, it can be overused and its meaning therefore
may get a little diluted. But, let’s think about the word for a second. A mindset, by definition, is “the establishment of attitudes held by someone.” Simply
stated, a mindset is an attitude.
There are two common mindsets—or attitudes—that we, as fallible, imperfect, easily persuaded humans, gravitate toward. The first is the “I can’t
because (insert excuse here)” mindset—an attitude through which we
constantly make excuses and procrastinate. And the second is the “I will
because I can” mindset—an attitude that allows us to do whatever we want
because no one is telling us not to.
There’s also a third mindset that is less common, yet a tell-tale trait of some
of the most successful, productive, and impactful humans I can think of. That
mindset is one that helps us recognize the traps of the first two attitudes and
use willpower to overcome them. It’s the “I can because I will” mindset.
Let’s explore these a little more. As we all know all too well, it’s human nature
to make excuses—to say, “I can’t because…” We’re prone to have conversations with ourselves that may sound something like this:
“Should I finally reach out to a mentor and lay out a plan to get started on
the next phase of my business development? No, I can’t because it’s just
too much to think about right now.”
“Should I send a quick note to my old friend to let her know I’m thinking
about her, even though we haven’t spoken in years? No, I can’t because
she’d probably think it was weird.”
“Should I give a little extra to the local mission? No, I can’t because it’s not
my responsibility. Besides, I dropped off a big bag of old clothes at the
donation center last Christmas.”
It’s also very natural for us humans to just do whatever we want—to say, “I
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will because I can.” We end up
sabotaging ourselves, and sometimes harming our health and taking
quality away from our best years on
this planet, simply because we say
things to ourselves like:
“Should I skip the gym this
morning and hit snooze for a
fourth time instead? Sure! I will
because I can.”
“Should I binge the entire next
season of my favorite baking
show instead of working on that
project that’s been sitting on my
desk for eight months? Sure! I
will because I can.”
“Should I eat that whole box of
donuts in one sitting? Sure! I will
because I can.”
When no one’s stopping us, it’s in
our nature—or at least it’s in mine—
to just give in and do that thing we
know we shouldn’t … just because
we can.
But now let’s think about what would
be possible if we changed our attitude; if we changed our mindset
from the first two self-attacking ones
into the third attitude—the healthy,
forward-thinking, self-loving and
others-loving mindset where we say,
“I can because I will.” If we did that,
our conversations with ourselves
may instead go something like this:
“Should I finally reach out to a
mentor and lay out a plan to get
started on the next phase of my
business development? Yes! I
can do that because I will do that.
All it takes five minutes to send
an email.”
Then what happens? Maybe our
mentor emails us back the next
day and we set up a 15-minute call
together for an evening the following week. On that call, she outlines
a few steps to get us started and
answers some of the questions we
have with wisdom from her own
experience.
Then what happens? We take the
first few steps and start to see how

not overwhelming they actually are
when we take them one at a time.
So, we take a few more, and within
a few months we’ve laid the groundwork for the business expansion
we’ve been dreaming of but backburnering for years. It snowballs and,
before we know it, a five-minute
email has turned into a quality-of-life
changing venture.
Let’s look at another example of
what an attitude adjustment might do:
“Should I skip the gym this morning and hit snooze for a fourth
time instead? No! I can get up
because I will get up.

with a simple attitude shift. Maybe, instead of making our same old likely-tofade new year’s resolutions—or new decade’s resolutions, as the case may
be—we simply resolve to change our mindset; to change our attitude. Maybe
we resolve to stop saying, “I can’t because…” and “I will because I can,” and
we start saying, “I can because I will.”
Marty Johnson is a shopkeeper, writer, and business coach.
He serves as ex officio Director of Communication for AMBC,
Editor of MBC Today, and is the owner of Uncle Marty's
Shipping Office in Ithaca, NY, where he's also Co-Founder of
the Collegetown Small Business Alliance. Please visit him at
askunclemarty.com. #AskUncleMarty

FedEx Express shipped an average of 2.73 million U.S.
domestic packages per day in 2018.

Then what happens? Maybe, as a
result of that one simple change in
attitude which led to that one simple
decision, we find out that we have
more energy that day. We’re more
productive, less stressed, and end
up going to bed at a more decent
time that night so we can get up on
time again the next day.

We live in a high tech world...
Stop juggling your store the
old fashioned way.
Simplify your store’s operations,

Then what happens? In a few
weeks, what may have initially
seemed like a huge burden has
become a fueling, healthy habit.
When we look in the mirror, we see
a happier, healthier, more energetic
reflection; we see someone who,
in being more self-respecting, has
become more others-respecting too.

I write this as advice to myself as
much as advice to my readers. I’d
like us to all pause for a moment
and think of what could be possible

ping

and maximize your proﬁts.

Ship

I know this may sound all too simple,
like a pie in the sky, but I promise it
can be done. When I said that I’ve
experienced it and proved it, but
need a whole lot more of it, it’s the
truth. I’ve been able to overcome
quite a bit and grow both my business and my being as a result of
simply having a positive, can-do
attitude. And, in all transparency,
there’s a lot more that I know I could
realize if I could get my act together
on more things; there are still quite
a few snooze buttons that I need to
stop hitting.

enhance customer service,

ome
Cust

rs

Carr

iers

For more information and a FREE trial,
contact us: 800-485-6901 ext. 2
or www.pcsynergy.com
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#iamAMBC AMBC Member Spotlight

In each issue of MBC Today, we feature an outstanding AMBC Member so our other members can get to know them
better. If you know an AMBC Member who would be deserving of this feature, please let us know.

AMBC Member name:
Bryce Grundahl

press. She has been with us for just over a year and has
been in the printing industry for 20 years.

AMBC Member business:
Standard Printing-n-Mailing (previously Drop-n-Go)
124 4th Ave NE
Hutchinson MN 55350
1 (320) 587-7500
Bryce@StandardPrintingandMailing.com

Tell us a little bit about your community.

How long have you been involved with this industry?
17 years: 15 years as Drop-n-Go, and now 2 years as
Standard Printing-n-Mailing
How long have you been a member of AMBC?
16 years
Tell us a little bit about your team.
I have three full-time team members. Rose Anne has
been with me for 16 years and takes care of walk-in
customers, office products area, copies, packaging, and
shipping. Kent has been in the printing business for 40
years and runs the offset presses and other finishing
equipment. Kimberly is the graphic designer and pre14 – MBC Today | January/February 2020 | www.ambc4me.org

We are located in a community of 15,000 surrounded
by farmland and located about an hour (60 miles) west
of the Twin Cities. The next closest town with a population of more than 1,000 is 15 miles away. Hutchinson is
considered a mini retail hub and has a market radius of
about 25 miles. The 3M facilities in Hutchinson may still
be the largest manufacturing site in the US. The closest
pack and ship business is 30 miles away.
What products / services do you offer?
Commercial printing, including digital, offset, and wide
format, as well as graphic design, office products, professional packaging, Spee Dee Delivery (regional shipper), UPS, USPS, freight, and we just started offering virtual mailbox service. We don’t have physical mailboxes
yet.
What are your plans for the future?
To grow the printing business and become a mini regional hub for retail and wholesale printing to diversify the

customer base. We just installed our first digital press
for improved and enhanced capabilities. In the following
picture, the KM 3080 was installed on December 12th
and on Friday the 13th we ran our first job and nothing
crashed! In September, we upgraded to 64” latex printer
and cutter. In the summer of 2018, we installed a digital
envelope press to complement our one- and two-color
offset presses.

A Little Something Extra
Chiara and Rick won our hearts years ago. They come
in often on their neighborhood walks together. They’re
always together and their visits always brighten our day.
Chiara is a chemist and Rick is a writer. In fact, Rick is a
very well-known writer; his work is published all over the
world and he’s also been involved in writing for a bunch
of mega hit movies. But you’d never know that. They’re a
very modest, humble couple who, for years, have made
a habit of popping into the shop as often as they can
for an occasional copy, to pick up a free neighborhood
newspaper that we distribute, to buy a greeting card, or
sometimes just to say hi or bring us a treat.
We knew Rick was involved in writing, but we thought it
was just a hobby. It wasn’t until their neighbor came in
one day and took us aside to say, “You know who Rick
is, right?” that we googled him and found out his incredible portfolio. We never brought up this revelation to Rick
or Chiara, but instead just treated them the same as we
always did; always keeping our clients’ privacy a priority, we decided that it would be a fun little secret that our
team would keep to ourselves.
Eventually it became understood that we knew about
some of Rick’s success in his industry, and he’s overjoyed now to walk us through new characters he’s
working on and projects he has in development. For
years, we’ve had the privilege of doing his printing and
scanning, knowing now that the works we’re touching
could very likely end up being published or produced.
Everything is printed from and scanned to USB drives
so no secret projects are at risk of being hacked.
Chiara and Rick love gourmet chocolate bars and will
frequently show up with some to share with us. This
Christmas, they came in with a package of bars—a special one for each member of our team. It was incredibly
sweet.

How has being an AMBC Member helped your business?
When I first joined, the online member forum was invaluable by being able to ask questions, get responses,
and reading responses to questions others have asked.
Today, it is still invaluable and attending the conferences,
when possible, is also important in maintain relationships
with other owners.
Where to follow:
www.StandardPrinting-n-Mailing.com (Just released the
newly recreated website)
Facebook: @PrintingNMailing

We’re honored to know Chiara and Rick, and we’re honored to call them our friends. Our team has said over
and over that they’re most surely among our favorite clients. They bring us great joy.
…
A Little Something Extra would love your stories! Please write
to us at marty@ambc4me.org and share a brief paragraph
or two about something extraordinary—or ordinary, with an
extraordinary impact—that one of your clients has done for
you. What prompted their generosity, and how has your business been brightened and strengthened by it in return?
Stop. Look around your store. Take in what
you've built. And smile. Be grateful for how
far you've come, then take a deep breath and
focus on what's important.
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If you would like to submit a letter to Ask Uncle
Marty™, please email him at marty@ambc4me.org.
Anonymity is guaranteed, and names are always
changed.

If you would like to submit a letter to Ask Uncle Marty™, please email him at marty@ambc.org.
Anonymity is guaranteed, and names are always changed.
Dear Uncle Marty,
If we offered virtual mailboxes, is it legal for us to
offer opening and scanning people’s mail for them if
they request that? Or is that against the law? If you
don’t know, do you know who I should ask?
Thanks in advance,
Nervous in Nebraska
Dear Nervous,
Opening and scanning mail pieces delivered to digital
mailboxes is done at the request of the mail recipient.
They initiate that process by asking you to do it only for
the mail pieces they select, so I believe it's all above
board.
This has come up before in discussions at events and
conferences. To put your mind at ease, I’d recommend
reaching out to your digital mailbox vendor to get their
official response in writing to your inquiry so you’re 100%
comfortable before offering an open and scan option.
With care,
Uncle Marty
…
Dear Uncle Marty,
Having just finished pouring over the latest issue of
MBC today (Nov/Dec 2019), there are some points
I’d like to address.
Thanks for suggesting I raise the level of professionalism of my business by leaving the generic email
platforms (i.e. yahoo, gmail, hotmail, etc.). I will put
this high on my priorities for 2020. The return of
“Shrimps” is very welcome!
My reaction to the Ask Uncle Marty letter from FedUp in Fredonia prompts the greatest urge to comment. Fed-Up in Fredonia writes, “...it is cheaper at
the Post Office...” and you state in your response
“...but that USPS is always cheaper at a Post Office
than at a retail store.” While undeniably true, this
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doesn’t reveal the greatest value to customers and
clients that visit our sites.
The fact is that we give clients the opportunity to
compare rates and options among carriers that
they cannot get at the Post Office 90 feet away and,
more importantly, I often find my UPS retail prices
(including my comfortable markup from cost) are
well below what my customer would pay at the Post
Office counter! In the many cases this is true (not
always). I emphasize to my clients that the general
consensus by Americans is that the USPS has
the lowest rates is often a misconception. I can
often save them as much as 50% as compared to
the USPS counter rate and offer superior tracking,
insurance, delivery scheduling, guarantees, and
more for less in many cases.
Our strength is in providing customers choices and
revealing fallacies that are mistaken as truths.
Sincerely,
A Reader in South Carolina
Dear Reader,
Well said!
Thank you for your comments on the last issue’s letter. I certainly should have elaborated on the points you
brought up. Your approach is excellent! I often convert
former Post Office customers to my own FedEx clients
through similar methods. Thank you very much for your
feedback!
Gratefully,
Uncle Marty
…
Marty Johnson is a shopkeeper, writer, and business coach. He serves as ex officio Director of
Communication for AMBC, Editor of MBC Today,
and is the owner of Uncle Marty's Shipping Office
in Ithaca, NY, where he's also Co-Founder of the
Collegetown Small Business Alliance. Please visit
him at askunclemarty.com. #AskUncleMarty

Shipsurance offers shipping insurance coverage for
your Mail & Parcel Center. Make sure that the
parcels that pass through your store are 100%
covered for loss or damage while adding to your
bottom line. Trust Shipsurance as your outsourced
claims management department.

• Low Cost, All-Risk Shipping Insurance Coverage.
• Cover the Full Value of Your Shipments PLUS Your
Retail Pack and Ship Charges = COVER YOUR PROFIT!
• Proving Carrier Negligence is NOT Required.
• No Co-Insurance Penalties.
• Coverage for Drop-offs is Included.
• Rapid, Online Claims P
Processing That is Not
Dependent on Carrier Approval.
• Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff.
• Coverage is underwritten by U.S. based
Voyager Indemnity Insurance Company.

Call us for more details or visit us on the web

1-866-852-9956
www.MPCShippingInsurance.com
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CDI Number OE396065

Lessons from the Archives
Enjoy this throwback article from a past issue of MBC Today.

Remember, AMBC Members have access to all past issues in the Members Only section of ambc4me.org.

Article originally published in FedEx ShipSource™ and shared in MBC Today Volume 18, Issue 4 in July, 2016

Get Your Store Seen with Sponsorships
As a FedEx Authorized ShipCenter®
(FASC) participant, you’re well aware of
traditional forms of marketing, like direct
mail, social media and store signage.
But did you know your next marketing
opportunity could be right in front of you
every time you’re out in your community? It’s called sponsorship marketing.
Sponsorship marketing is supporting an
event, activity, person or group (like a
sports team), through financial contribution, pro bono service or by providing a
prize. In return, your store gets brand
recognition. If done correctly, sponsorship marketing can be a budget-friendly
way to bring in more customers and
boost sales. Steve Pacheco, director
of Sponsorship Marketing for FedEx,
provides some helpful tips on where to
start and how to make the most of this
effective form of marketing and communications.
Choosing a sponsorship
According to Pacheco, the process of
choosing who to sponsor is both intuitive and systematic. He starts with how
FedEx defines sponsorship marketing.
“We consider sponsorship marketing to
be anything that allows us to leverage
the incredible passion of a committed
group to a committed platform,” he says.
How does this relate to you as a store
owner? You need to define what sponsorship marketing means to your own
business. Ask yourself one question:
What is the reason for being involved in
this sponsorship?
If you can answer the question positively in terms of your community’s
demographics and your store’s budget,
you might have a golden opportunity in
front of you. These opportunities could
include sponsoring a local non-profit

organization, a sports team or a local
event, such as a fair or art exhibit.
Still unsure about what to sponsor?
Generate ideas by reaching out to the
people who matter most to your business: your customers. If your store has
an established social media presence,
utilize it to ask your customers what
charities and events they’re passionate
about. This is an easy way to get a feel
for potential sponsorship opportunities
that appeal to your customer base.
Plan for the long term
Once you decide to invest in a sponsorship, make sure your expectations are
aligned with reality. One thing to be
mindful of is return on investment.
“The world moves fast, and the payoff
doesn’t usually come until after year
two of the sponsorship, while you’re
still learning your way and figuring
things out,” Pacheco says.

revenue than what is paid out. “That’s
when it becomes more of a revenuegenerating practice,” he says.
In other cases, social responsibility may
be your main objective when sponsoring an event. If you’re driven to find a
charitable cause as part of your store’s
sponsorship efforts, read the “Perks
and Profits of Community Giving,” to find
some inspiration [http://tinyurl.com/
jfjywkp].
The takeaway? Include sponsorship
marketing in your business plan as
another avenue for growing your business and reaching more customers.
Take the next steps
Use these tips from Pacheco to make
sponsorship marketing profitable for
your business:
1. Define what sponsorship marketing could mean for your business.

Pacheco stresses not to “crockpot it”
— that is, don’t set it and forget it. “You
have to stay on it and make sure you’re
managing well, ” he says.

2. Acknowledge the reason for
approving a request. Is it to fulfill
your personal agenda, or will it
help move your company forward?

To be sure, the process can be overwhelming at first. There’s a lot to consider, and costs can sneak up on you.
“It’s like building a house: You’re going to
spend more money than you think you
are,” Pacheco says.

3. Determine how the investment
will help your business. Will it
increase your company’s revenue? Will it create greater brand
awareness?

Keep your eye on the prize
Sponsorship is an investment, and
a quality sponsorship will produce a
return. For your store, strengthening
its recognition, broadening a loyal customer base, and generating revenue are
all good reasons to invest.
It’s what Pacheco calls “the secret
sauce” — getting more back in direct
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4. Understand that return on investment typically takes two to five
years.
5. Re-evaluate your sponsorship
plan at least semi-annually.
6. Determine how your sponsorship
plan aligns with your future business growth. L

WWW.REFUNDRETRIEVER.COM

1.800.441.8085

YOU SHIP.
WE SAVE.

FEDEX - UPS REFUNDS & REPORTS
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MBC Funnies

“Straight from the Customer’s Mouth”
I need a box: 10 x 9 x 6 x 2 ½
…
Do you do packing and packaging?
…
How much is it to get this weighed?
…

Client: The label I have is for a large Priority Mail Flat
Rate box. Do you have those?
Me: (shows said box to customer) I highly doubt you’ll be
able to fit a bike into this 12x12x6 box.
Client: Oh. Well that’s what eBay told me to ship it in.
Me: Well, I think they were confused. Let me show you
some real shipping options.

MBC Funnies wants your submissions!
Send your ridiculous, hilarious, or simply
eye-rolling bits to marty@ambc4me.org.

“Do you have a street address for these people?”
“No, it’s Montana…they don’t have street addresses.”
…
Client came in dropping off a prepaid return that quite
obviously had a winter coat inside, but as we always do,
we asked "Does this package contain anything fragile,
liquid, perishable, or potentially hazardous…"
The client interrupted and said, "Yes, fragile."
"Oh," I said, "What's fragile inside?"
"A jacket."
"Oh, does the jacket have something fragile inside it? Or
is it made of some material that could break?"
"No, it's just a down jacket. But it came with fragile stickers on it so it must be fragile."
…
Client: Do you sell boxes for bikes?
Me: Yes, we sure do!
Client: Do you ship bikes too?
Me: Yes, we sure do!
Client: But my bike is parked on campus.
Me: OK, just bring it in and we’ll take care of it.
Client: Oh. So I have to bring it here!?
Me: Well, yes, we do have to have the item in order to
ship it.
Client: (grunts) OK. Well I guess I can go get it then. I
already printed the label from eBay, but I think it’s wrong.
Is that OK?
Me: If the label is wrong, the shipment could be returned
to you, or the label maker could be rebilled, or it could
be delivered to the recipient with postage due. It’s a lot
easier to void that label and let us regenerate one here
that’s correct to avoid issues.
Client: Oh, you can do that!?
Me: Yes, we’re a shipping store! It’s what we do.
… five minutes goes by, and then customer comes back
in …
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“You can never discover new
oceans unless you have the
courage to lose sight of the shore.”
– unknown

AMBC4ME…

our online AMBC Member forum

Your mentors are just a click away! Go to ambc4me.org/forums, log in, and
start asking and answering questions to and from fellow AMBC Members
across the country. This is a popular, exclusive benefit for AMBC
Members. If you are having trouble, please email hello@ambc4me.org.

Here are a few snippets of recent posts in the
AMBC4ME forum:
…
I know this has been discussed before, but I can't
find my notes. I need to update my passport camera and am looking for suggestions. Right now, I
have an old Polaroid that takes two pictures at a
time and the film isn't made anymore so it's super
hard and expensive to find. – CC
We love our system from Kobis. It is an IDW500 and it
runs $995.00. We charge $10.00 for pictures, so after
you sell 100 pictures, the system is paid for! Here’s
the website: http://kobis.com/.
The touchscreen comes pre-loaded with almost 30
countries’ sizes, but if the county you want to print
isn't listed, you can make custom sizes if you know
the dimensions and enter it in manually.
We’ve never had any trouble, but if you do, Jacob is
great and always willing to help. I can't recommend a
better system. – JJ
We just got the system from Kobis and it's incredible.
We had a few problems with our old camera and a

The Japanese word “kaizen” translates literally to “improvement” in
English. It’s a Japanese business
philosophy of continuous improvement of both working practices
and personal efficiency. It’s a continuous practice,
distinguished from other more sudden, radical
innovations. The idea is to keep growing and
improving, keeping business from getting stale,
stagnant, and left behind.

few pictures rejected. This system does a check on
the photo to make sure it meets the requirements. We
charge $14.95, but definitely push mailing the paperwork as well. We keep the forms on hand. We also
use Swift Passport Services for expediting. – NF
…
Jeff and so many others,
I just want to say thank you for always being
available and quick to share your vast knowledge
and experience with this group. Jeff mostly sticks
out in my mind right now, as he has been answering so many questions so quickly lately. I don't
reply often, but I do read the threads in digest
form and have learned a great deal, even on subjects that do not apply to me (yet). Please accept
my sincere appreciation and gratitude for all you
ladies and gentlemen have contributed to store
owners all over, that may feel as I once did: like
a small fish in a big lake. I've learned so many
things through this group and the peer forums
that have helped my business grow to where it is
today.
Thank you, thank you, thank you! – AS

As of 2018, up to 70% of web traffic happens on
mobile devices. That figure is growing. Clients
are searching for your services on their phones,
primarily through Google and Yelp. If your
website isn’t mobile-friendly, or if your Google
and Yelp listings aren’t up to date, your business
won’t be the first one they choose.
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AMBC Trusted Supplier Directory
Supplies, products, and services from companies you can trust.

Exclusive Platinum Supplier
FedEx

www.fascnet.com
800-496-9310
Ground & Express Shipping

Refund Retriever

www.refundretriever.com
800-441-8085
FedEx & UPS Refund Services

Bronze Suppliers
Gold Suppliers
Pacific Office Automation

www.pacificoffice.com
855-530-5790
National Account Copier & Print
Equipment

PostScan Mail

www.postscanmail.com/
partner-signup.html
800-624-5866
support@postscanmail.com
Virtual Mailbox Solutions Provider

Silver Suppliers
GO Logistic

www.gologistic.com
419-666-6721 x207
Affordable LTL Freight Rates

Anytime Mailbox

www.anytimemailbox.com
866-444-8417
Digital Mailbox Management

OLSON & IVES

www.OlsonIves.com
800-205-0650
mike@olsonives.com
Providing Hardware & Support
Since 1995

ShipandInsure.com

www.shipandinsure.com
877-393-5310
Shipping Insurance for Valuables

Shipsurance

www.shipsurance.com
866-852-9956
Shipping Insurance

Social Status Marketing

www.socialstatusmarketing.com
International Package Shipping
716-773-2929
www.internationalpackageshipping.com
info@internationalpackageshipping.com info@socialstatusmarketing.com
Web Design, Social Media
413-693-0065
Low-Cost International Shipping Option Management, SEO, & Branding Services

Jackson Marking Products

www.rubber-stamp.com
618-242-1334
Rubber Stamp Equipment & Supplies

PC Synergy, the Makers of
PostalMate®

www.pcsynergy.com
800-485-6901
POS Vendor

Other Trusted Suppliers
Capital Live Scan

www.capitallivescan.com
916-663-3088
California Live Scan Equipment

Cayan

www.cayan.com
617-896-5528
Credit Card Processing
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DHL

www.dhl.com
844-697-7377
International Express Deliveries

Office Depot

www.business.officedepot.com
815-316-8255
Discounts on over 3,500 Products –
Call AMBC

PackageMapping.com

www.packagemapping.com
815-316-8255
hello@ambc4me.org
Global Package Tracking Services

ShipRite Software

www.shiprite.net
315-733-6191
MPC POS Software & Store Posters

SRM Spirit Group

srmspirit@hotmail.com
304-280-6261
Business Coaching – Onsite Visits

Staples

www.staplesadvantage.com
585-414-2205
Ship & Pack & Office Supplies
Distributor

USPS

www.usps.com
800-275-8777
Postal Shipping

UPS

www.ups.com
877-543-4207
Ground & Express Shipping

AMBC Trusted Supplier Spotlight

In each issue of MBC Today, we feature an AMBC Trusted Suppliers so our members can get to know them better.
These are people and companies that we admire and trust, and we know you’ll benefit from them.

Company Name:
Jackson Marking Products Co., Inc.
Contacts:
Tom Jackson, General Manager
tom@rubber-stamp.com
1 (800) 782-6722, extension 222
Direct: 1 (618) 899-9222
Gerald R. Mayo, Sales Manager
grmayo@rubber-stamp.com
1 (800) 782-6722, extension 224
Direct: 1 (618) 899-9224
What products / services do you offer?
Jackson Marking Products offers the Brother
Stampcreator Pro System for making top quality preinked rubber stamps in minutes. The Stampcreator Pro
connects to any existing Windows-based computer
and works well in a retail environment, allowing whileyou-wait service on custom rubber stamps like return
address stamps, deposit stamps, logo stamps, and more.
Layouts can also include clipart, signatures, and even
photos … all made instantly with customer approval from
the on-screen image before the stamp is made. With 11
stamp sizes and four ink colors, the Stampcreator Pro is
the fastest and easiest way ever to offer custom rubber
stamps with a minimal initial investment.
What benefit(s) do you bring to AMBC Members?
Jackson Marking Products has been part of the rubber
stamp industry for almost 60 years and a member of
AMPC/AMBC for 20 years. In addition to offering sales,
supplies, and support for the Brother Stampcreator Pro

System, we also operate a full rubber stamp and personalized product division that can provide additional products—traditional knob-handle stamps, art/craft stamps,
self-inking daters, and band stamps, as well as personalized award and gift products—on a wholesale basis.
What new or growing opportunities do you see for
AMBC Members in the future, and what can you do
to help them?
Jackson Marking Products and the Brother Stampcreator
Pro can bring a new profit center AMBC stores.
Producing rubber stamps in a mail and business center
is a great fit and provides an easy diversification with
a minimal equipment investment. The product is in
demand and will bring new customers through the door
to be introduced to the entire line of products and services offered by the center. The profit margin on rubber
stamps is very good, and the additional sales of existing
services is a welcome side effect.
Where to follow:
www.StampcreatorPro.com
www.RubberStampMaterials.com
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Delivering the important
things. Every day.

Let us help you provide your customers with the reliable services
they’ll love. Learn about the benefits of being a FedEx Authorized
ShipCenter® today. For more information, go to fascnet.com.

